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This is a story of the Earth.
The Earth…is the most beautiful planet in the whole universe. The Earth is a miracle.
The reason why the Earth is so special is because of love. There are people who know how to love others
on Earth.
The Earth has already existed for several billion years before Aristotle said that the Earth is round.
The history of life on Earth began a long time after the Earth formed 4.6 billion years ago.
Humans coexisted with the Earth who treated our “Only One Earth “with love just like they were a part of
the Earth.
Humans loved, helped, and protected each other.
From the bottom of their souls, we could hear humans praising how happy they were to be born on the
Earth.
We could hear the Earth praising how it was happy to live together with humans who know love.
On this beautiful planet, there were 2 best friends, Kane and Abe helping each other to protect their
village.
The village was filled with people who were kind and thoughtful, with much love and always smiling. They
were all thankful for the Earth.
Kane and Abel were bound to each other by a close friendship and their trust was unbreakable.
However, suddenly, the day came.
Kane’s wife contracted an incurable disease. Was he going to lose his beloved wife?
At the same time, Abe’s daughter came down with an incurable disease - was he too going to lose his only
daughter…?
Kane came across a tree that has a mysterious power to heal people. Its “fruit” can cure any disease
including incurable ones.
Kane got the “fruit” from the tree. Was he going to share the miracle “fruit” with Abe? If sharing it meant
he could would not cure his daughter?
If Abe could not have the “fruit,” would he be able to love others?
When Kane finally made his decision, the worst scenario happened to Abe’s daughter…
Sadness turned into anger, anger led to sadness – the feelings started to undermine people’s minds.
The beautiful planet, the Earth, was also undermined.
People were angry and sad, and the feelings led to a negative spiral of hatred.
Hatred created an impulse of wanting to revenge.
Hatred is the most extreme emotion of anger and dislike, that cannot easily be cured.
Those who hate only want to make the objects of their hatred suffer as they have.
They even desire that every single person is gone in the end.
The Earth was crying and its sadness was echoing with despair.
Could Kane forgive Abe who killed his beloved wife?
Could Abe forgive Kane for not saving his beloved daughter?
Hatred sought for the evil from within the other. As long as there was evil, the hatred would not go away.
What exactly was evil? Which one was evil? Was there absolute evil…?
During hatred, if people could remember that people should love, help, and protect others…
During hatred, if people could remember times when they were thankful to be born on the most beautiful
planet, Earth…and…
During hatred, if people could remember that their beloved ones were also a part of this precious Earth as
“Earth People”…
Then, people could start seeking for the light in others and forgive others.
When people started respecting and accepting each other’s presence, the light came back to the Earth…

